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Astrojax tuning kit

ASTROJAX is an interesting game about your own actions, rhythms and personal style. Three balls with a typical metal weight inside with regards to the barrage are all you need to do the most amazing helah. Let them orbit between each other and try to create a new swing pattern. At night it becomes more interesting with the light
version of ZUHAL. Astrojax PLUS: Soft PU ball with metal patio precision machine. Best to helah body and re-chant and general practice. color: blue, red Astrojax V-MAX: Slippery polycarbonate ball for quick action. colors: ruby, orange blue and lime. Astrojax SATURN Light-up version with 2 LEDs every one. 3 colors (red, green and
yellow) and 2 mods: continuing strob and disco. BLUE DIAMOND version with all the creators of bright blue LEDs: Larry Shaw design and accessories: Alex Hochstrasser interactive learning program with 100 helah and video player Astrojax Jewel Box Edition Learning CD with 30 basic helah and 50 advanced. Mac + PC is compatible.
Astrojax Menala Designed your individual Astrojax Set with one of our Ignition Kits. Astrojax Fashion Eshop uses cookies to provide services, customize your ads and analyze your traffic. By using this website, you agree with this. More... I agree + Quick Shop Astrojax V-Max Blue from $12.99 USD + Quick Shop Astrojax V-Max: Gem Box
Edition from $13.99 USD + Astrojax V-Max Quick Shop Imagine Ball $2.99 USD Buy 3 V-Max Ignition Kits to make 2 full sets of Astrojax... and save cash while you're on! The high-tech v-Max shape-up minimizes sliding and allows for quick and smooth action when playing. This EXCLUSIVE USAstrojax package gives you 3 Ignition Kits.
Combine and match the ball colors (oren, purple), and swap the burst colors (blue, yellow, gray). Each kit includes 2 balls, 3 barrages, 2 pins, and 1 popper pin. Need some Jewel Boxes to hold your 2 Sets of Astrojax? Choose this option above to get 2 for the price of 1! Please take care: The color of the Gem Box will be different. To find
out more about Gem Boxes, click here. Upcoming SKU YOY-108-3 Brand Astro-Jax Weight 0.2kg Astrojax Tuning Kits allow players to safely and easily exit pins, exchange sequences, and exchange balls on their Astrojax. Both extra balls are good to keep up with your existing Astrojax. Use the V-Max Ignition Kit in an unalorthed way!
Tuning V-Max oren and purple balls with your existing V-Max, Plus, or Astrojax Zuhal. Talakan cangkerang with half of the other V-Max, Imagine, or Zuhal. Triple tuning kit together to make all oren or all purple Astrojax V-Max. Endless combinations await you! Astrojax V-Max Tuning Kit includes:- One ball Clear V-Max - One clear purple
V-Max ball- Two pins- Three straps (blue, gray, &amp; neon yellow light day)- Pin PopperNote: Tuning Kits incomplete Astrojax set. They are used to customize your existing Astrojax. Please wait... Wait... SKU Review Information Product Description: YOY-108-3 Brand: Astro-Jax Weight: 0.2kg Let's feel you have Astrojax and you want to
give it a fresher look or you don't have astrojax but you desperately want to build your own. Astrojax Tuning Kit is what you need in both cases! Both extra balls are great to be to-address with your existing Astrojax. Use the V-Max Tuning Kit in an unlimited way! Tala orange and purple V-Max balls with your existing V-Max, Plus, or Saturn
Astrojax. Tune the shell with half of other V-Max, Imagine, or Saturn. Tala three kits together to make all oranges or all purple Astrojax V-Max. Endless combinations await you! Astrojax V-Max Tuning Kit includes: - A clear V-Max orange ball - One clear purple V-Max ball - Two pins - Three ropes (blue, gray, &amp; neon light day yellow) -
Pin Popper Note: One Tuning Kit doesn't give you the chance to build a complete Astrojax set. You must buy at least two sets to get all the parts you need. Need.
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